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• Be actively part of a scrum team

• Engage for a development following an agile approach

• Write a user story

• Participate to a refinement meeting

• Help to prioritize

• Be part of a sprint planning

Not agile yet? Experience to be part of a scrum team

1.Deliver the right product

Focus on business value & focus on

users. A close collaboration between the

customer and the developer(s), as well as

prioritization of the product features

happening through the customer, eases

the road to achieve the desired product

with the greatest business value.

2. Make happy & engaged 

stakeholders/customers

The key stakeholders get systematically involved
along the process. Regular feedback & retrospective
help to align expectations and promote continuous
learning. The transparency boosts trust and
engagement.

3. Have fun

Individuals are more valued than

processes. Empowered to decide about

their own work, the team favors direct

communication & close collaboration.

Knowledge & information are shared.

Failure becomes an opportunity to

learn and that’s motivating.

4. Increase productivity
Self-organized, Developers know

the best how to do things and who

should do what. The whole team is

responsible for the quality of the

delivery. Having this authority gives

a sense of ownership and belonging

and increases the team productivity.

5. Ensure higher quality

Incremental development allows the team to focus on

manageable bits. The User Stories, which describe the

features of the product, should contain the acceptance

criteria to validate the implementation. Routine technical

testing & UAT (User acceptance Testing) helps to catch

& fix issues at early stage.

6. Enable flexibility

In the Agile approach, being

reactive to changes is more

important than following the

plan. Each iteration offers the

opportunity to refine or to

re-prioritize the requirements.

7. Profit from continuous delivery

Cyclic deliveries allow iterative improvements & adjustments.

The Product Owner takes decisions continuously, which get

validated continuously as well, reducing the risk to smaller bits.

Predictable, the delivery is expected at the end of the iteration,

usually fixed to a 1 to 4 weeks cycle.
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